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Abstract. We describe and evaluate the Running Time Advisor (RTA), a system that can predict the running time of a compute-bound task on a typical shared, unreserved commodity host.
The prediction is computed from linear time series predictions of host load and takes the form
of a confidence interval that neatly expresses the error associated with the measurement and
prediction processes—error that must be captured to make statistically valid decisions based
on the predictions. Adaptive applications make such decisions in pursuit of consistent high
performance, choosing, for example, the host where a task is most likely to meet its deadline.
We begin by describing the system and summarizing the results of our previously published
work on host load prediction. We then describe our algorithm for computing predictions of
running time from host load predictions. We next evaluate the system using over 100,000
randomized testcases run on 39 different hosts, finding that is indeed capable of computing
correct and useful confidence intervals. Finally, we report on our experience with using the
RTA in application-oriented real-time scheduling in distributed systems.
Keywords: performance prediction, performance analysis, adaptive applications

1. Introduction
To provide consistent high performance when running on typical shared,
unreserved distributed computing environments, adaptive applications must
exploit the degrees of freedom such environments offer, carefully choosing
how and where to run their tasks [4, 2]. To make such decisions, applications
require predictions of the performance of each of the alternatives. This paper
addresses one form of such application-level performance predictions.
Consider an adaptive application, such that as a distributed scientific visualization system [1, 18, 4], that needs to schedule a real-time task with known
resource requirements on one of several hosts. If the application could predict
the running time of the task on each of the available hosts, it could trivially
choose an appropriate host to run the task. Even if no host existed on which
the task could meet its original deadline, such predictions of running time
would permit the application to modify the resource requirements of the task
or its deadline until an appropriate host could be found.
This paper describes a system, the Running Time Advisor (or RTA), that
can supply these predictions for the case of compute-bound tasks. To char Effort sponsored by the National Science Foundation under Grants ANI-0093221, ACI-
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int PredictRunningTime(RunningTimePredictionRequest &req,
RunningTimePredictionResponse &resp);
struct RunningTimePredictionRequest {
Host
host;
double conf;
double tnom;
};
struct RunningTimePredictionResponse {
Host
host;
double tnom;
double conf;
double texp;
double tlb;
double tub;
};

Figure 1. Running Time Advisor (RTA) API.

acterize the variability inherent to distributed systems and to the process of
prediction, the RTA predicts a task’s running time as a confidence interval
computed to the application’s requested confidence level. Confidence intervals provide a simple abstraction to the application, but still provide sufficient
information to enable valid statistical reasoning in the scheduling process.
The RTA’s response is computed from host load predictions, a topic we
have thoroughly reported on in previous papers [5, 8, 7, 6]. We have implemented an extremely low overhead online host load prediction system
based on our results and our general purpose RPS Toolkit. In this paper, we
describe the algorithm the RTA uses to compute a confidence interval for the
running time of a compute-bound task from such host load predictions. We
then evaluate the RTA using a randomized evaluation approach.
The evaluation, in which we use a 95% confidence level, takes place in
a real environment where the background load on a host is supplied by host
load trace playback [9], a new technique that lets us reconstruct a realistic
repeatable workload using a host load trace collected on a real machine. We
use 39 traces that are described in detail in a previous paper [5] and are
representative of production and research clusters, application servers, and
desktops.
The main conclusion is that the RTA and its algorithm can indeed predict
the running time of tasks in a useful and effective way. Furthermore, our
experience with predictive real-time scheduling based on the RTA suggests
that these predictions are quite useful. The software and traces described in
this paper are all publicly available. 1

2. RTA API, system, and metrics
Figure 1 presents the interface of the Running Time Advisor. A query takes
the form of a host, a confidence level conf ( , e.g., 95%), and a nomi1







http://www.cs.nwu.edu/ pdinda/ RPS.html,LoadTraces .
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Figure 2. RTA system and context.

nal time tnom ( ), which is the running time of the task on an otherwise
vacant machine. A response consists of a copy of the request’s fields, the
expected running time of the task texp ( ), and the upper and lower
bounds of the  confidence interval for the running time, [tlb, tub]
(    .)  is a point estimate which represents the most likely running
time. The actual running time,  , will likely be different from  but be
near it. The confidence interval represents a range of values around  such
that  will be in the range a fraction  of the time. Because the lower
bound of the confidence interval is artificially limited due to the fact that load
cannot drop below zero, the expected time is not necessarily in the middle of
the confidence interval.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the RTA and the broader context of which
it is a part. The system is based on the measurement, characterization, and
prediction of host load, which we describe in the next section. This paper
is primarily concerned with the Running Time Advisor part of the system,
which predicts the running time of tasks based on the host load predictions.
The Real-time Scheduling Advisor (RTSA) component of the system suggests, for interactive applications such as scientific visualizations [1, 18], the
host where a just-submitted soft real-time task is most appropriately run. We
will return briefly to the RTSA in Section 8, and it is also described in detail
elsewhere [6, Chapter 6].
Evaluating the quality of the confidence interval,     , is a somewhat
complex endeavor. Suppose we ran a wide variety of testcases with a specified
confidence, say 95%. If we used the ideal algorithm for computing confidence
intervals and the best possible predictor, the lengths of the tasks’ confidence
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intervals would be the minimum possible such that 95% of the tasks would
have running times in their predicted intervals. An imperfect algorithm, such
as ours, will compute confidence intervals that were larger or smaller than
ideal where fewer or more than 95% of the tasks complete in their intervals.
The important point is that to evaluate a confidence interval algorithm, we
must measure the lengths of the confidence intervals it produces and the number of tasks which complete within these confidence intervals. To evaluate
confidence intervals, we will use following two metrics:




Coverage: the fraction of tasks which complete with their predicted
confidence intervals
Span : the average width of the confidence interval width in seconds

The ideal system will have the minimum possible span such that the coverage
is 95%. We will also briefly touch on how well the  point estimate predicts
 . Generally, an adaptive application will use the confidence intervals.
3. Measurement and prediction of host load
The Running Time Advisor’s predictions of running time are computed from
the nominal time of the task,  , and predictions of host load. The host load
measure that we use is the Digital Unix 5 second load average. Conceptually,
the kernel samples the length of the run queue at some frequency, computes
an exponential average over the samples with a time constant of five seconds,
and then presents this measure to applications. Our load sensor samples this
measure at a rate of 1 Hz, which is twice the empirically determined kernel
frequency. It is this discrete-time signal that we predict.
We began our investigation of host load by creating a public archive of
a large family of long host load traces taken on a wide variety of machines.
There are 39 traces, each roughly one week long, and sampled at the appropriate 1 Hz frequency. The traces include production cluster machines at the
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC), research cluster machines in the
Computing, Media, and Communication Lab (CMCL) at Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU), big memory application servers in the CMCL, and desktop workstations at CMU. We studied the statistical properties of these traces
and presented a detailed description of the traces and the results in an earlier
paper [5].
We evaluated different predictive models on the traces in a large scale
randomized study. Surprisingly, despite the complex statistical properties that
we identified in our earlier study, which included self-similarity and epochal
behavior, simple linear time series models proved to be most appropriate for
host load prediction. In fact, the best all around model for host load predictions of 1-30 seconds into the future, in terms of predictive power and low
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overhead, was the AR(16) model [8]. In this paper, we shall present results
that use the AR(16) model, as well as the simple LAST model (last measurement is prediction for all future measurements), and the MEAN model
(prediction is the long-term arithmetic average of the load signal.)
It is important to note that linear time series models do not merely provide
point predictions for future values of the load signal. Such models also provide a characterization of their prediction errors, and how prediction errors
for different time horizons are related. This characterization takes the form of
a covariance matrix, and is critical to computing a confidence interval for the
running time, as we shall see in the next section. To compute the covariance
matrix for the LAST model, we treat it as an AR(1) with a pole at unity. To
compute the covariance matrix for MEAN, we compute the autocovariance
function of the signal.
We developed the RPS toolkit to simplify the construction of online prediction systems. RPS provides components which can be linked together at
run-time using different communication methods [7]. Such a composition
forms a prediction system. We implemented the online host load measurement and prediction systems of Figure 2 using RPS. These systems have have
extremely low overhead, consuming much less than one percent of the CPU
time of a typical desktop host to predict the load on that host.

4. RTA algorithm
We relate the running time of a task,  , to the average load it experiences
while it runs using the following continuous-time model:
 













 





Here   is the load signal, shifted such that   is the value of the signal
at the current time,  . We introduce this shift to simplify the presentation
of our algorithm, and to conform to the Box-Jenkins notation for time series
analysis. This simplification does not affect the results.  is the nominal
running time of the task, which quantifies the CPU demand (or “size”) of the
task as its running time on an unloaded machine.
This continuous-time equation is basically a fluid model of a priority-less
host scheduler. We will use this simple model to describe our estimation procedure. However, real schedulers incorporate priorities that can change over
time. We assume that the majority of the workload runs at similar priorities.
In particular, we assume that there are no processes whose priorities have
been drastically increased or decreased, such as with the Unix “nice” facility.
Ultimately, we will relax this assumption slightly and model the temporary
priority boosts that most Unix implementations give processes immediately
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after they become unblocked. Given this extension, the procedure we outline
in this section works quite well.
Continuous-time: The above equation is somewhat unwieldy to discretize
and use, so, before we continue, let’s define the available time function
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which depends on the average load function
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 represents the available CPU time over the next  seconds, which is
inversely related to the average load during that interval, . As the average
load increases, the available time decreases.  is then the minimum  for
which    Using this available time function function makes it
easier to explain how our algorithm estimates the running time of a task,
and, of course, the available time function is offered directly through the API
described in Section 2.

Discrete-time: In our system,  is not a continuous-time signal, but rather
it is a discrete-time approximation of the continuous-time signal with a sam , where   represents  
pling interval of seconds,   ,   
for    , and so on. We approximate   as      . This lets
us write a discrete-time approximation of  and :













 


 



 



  



is the the time available during the next
load that will be encountered over the next
available time  by linear interpolation:
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(4)



seconds and  is the average
seconds. We then estimate the





  



(5)

Using host load predictions: Given these definitions, we substitute the pre ,
dicted load signal   for   resulting in the predicted average load 
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  and its
and continue substituting back to give the predicted available time
corresponding continuous-time approximation:
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Then, the expected running time of the task,  , is simply the smallest  for
    .
which 
Confidence intervals: Because host load predictions are not perfect, we also
report the running time or available time as a confidence interval, computed to
a user-specified confidence level. The better the predictions are, the narrower
the confidence interval is.
The predicted load signal is         , where   is the real value
of the signal and   is the -step-ahead prediction error term which we summarize with a variance  . Our uncertainty in estimating the available time
 is due to our uncertainty in estimating the average load  , which is due
in turn to these error terms and their variance. To represent this uncertainty in
the form of a confidence interval, we must push the underlying error variances
through the above equations to arrive at a variance for the average load 
Notice that the average load (Equation 7) sums the estimates   . Rewriting the equation, we can see that














 

 

(9)

 will become increasingly normally
By the central limit theorem, then, 


distributed with increasing . Given that the errors   are of zero mean, 

has an expected value of  and a variance that depends on the sum of the
prediction errors   :







   





 


 



(10)

It is important to note that for short jobs or large , this normality assumption
may be invalid. We will evaluate the system later and determine whether the
results of the assumption are reasonable.
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Suppose the user requests a confidence interval at 95% confidence. We
can then compute a confidence interval for  (for  ):







 

 





 










 

 

(11)

What this means is that we predict that  will be in the range    
with 95% probability. The 
is the number of standard deviations of a
 is set to the maxi% of values. 
standard normal needed to capture
mum of the computed value from above and zero. This is important because
the average load cannot drop below zero, although the prediction errors can
make that appear to be the case.
We can now back-substitute these upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval into , resulting in upper and lower confidence intervals
for      . Then the confidence interval on the running
time is     , where  is the minimum  for which     and
  is the minimum  for which     .
Correlated prediction errors: Given the discussion of the previous section,
we must still determine the variance of a sum of consecutive prediction errors
in Equation 11 to compute the confidence interval. This is one of the subtler
issues in converting from load predictions to running time predictions.
To correctly compute the variance of the sum of load predictions, we must
compute the covariance of each of the prediction errors with each of the other
prediction errors and then sum all  terms of this covariance matrix. Entry
  of this matrix is       
  and is the covariance
of the  -step-ahead prediction with the  -step-ahead prediction. Notice that
variances of the individual predictions are simply the diagonal elements of
the matrix.
The prediction errors’ correlation over lead time is akin to a signal’s autocorrelation over time. Recall that an autocorrelation sequence is simply a normalized autocovariance sequence. The covariances are easily computed from
the autocovariance sequence. In particular,          
     .
The host load prediction system uses the algorithm of Box, et al to compute the autocovariance sequence for any linear model [3, pp. 159–160].
Since the LAST predictor is simply an AR(1) model with   , its autocovariances can also be computed using Box, et al’s method. In the case of
the MEAN predictor, the autocovariances are simply the autocovariances of
the signal itself.
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(a) Without load discounting

(b) With load discounting
Figure 3. Relative error and load discounting.

The variance of the sum of the first prediction errors, which we will write
 is then computed as
as 












 

 

 




  





(12)

To avoid communicating the whole covariance matrix, the sum is computed
by the host load prediction system.
Load discounting: Figure 3(a) shows the result of running many tasks whose
 times vary from 100 ms to 10 s using the algorithm described thus far.
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The background load was from a machine in the Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Center’s Alpha cluster, while the model used was an AR(16). The figure plots
the relative error (     ) of the predictions versus the nominal
time of the task.
Notice that relative error is always positive and increases markedly as
nominal time decreases. For one second tasks, the running time is over-predicted
by 80%. The confidence intervals were also skewed, with far too many points
falling below the lower bounds of the intervals. The problem is that the Digital Unix scheduler gives an “I/O boost” to the priority of a process when a
blocking I/O operation completes. Over time, the process’s priority will “age”
to its baseline level. The result is that the awakened process will get more than
its fair share of the CPU until its priority has degraded. The shorter the task,
the more this mechanism will benefit it, and the more inaccurate our running
time estimate will be, as we can see in the figure.
Our solution to this problem is load discounting. We exponentially de
cayed the load predictions   , the discounted load, 
 , being




 

 






(13)

How quickly the initial load discount decays depends on the setting of    .
We determined the value of    empirically by again running a large
number of randomized testcases as described above and varying   
randomly in the range 0 to 10 seconds. This gives us a relative error as a
function of    , which, turns out to be linear. We fitted a line to the
points and determined that it crossed zero relative error at     
seconds. This value is used throughout this paper and seems to be a property
of the operating system that can be computed offline.
Figure 3(b) shows the result of using load discounting. As can be seen,
the appropriate    value has eliminated the dependence of the relative
error on the nominal time and has further reduced the average relative error to
almost exactly zero, which we would also expect from these point estimates.
Load discounting is an effective solution to the priority boosts that most
Unix schedulers give to processes that have become unblocked. It is important to note, however, that other priority problems remain. For example, a
background process which has had its priority significantly reduced (e.g., a
process which has has been “reniced”) but which remains compute bound
will result in artificially exaggerated predictions. Similarly, a process with
high priority will result in predictions that are too low.
5. Experimental infrastructure
Our infrastructure hardware consists of two Alphastation 255 hosts connected
with a private network. Both machines run Digital Unix 4.0D. One host is
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referred to as the measurement host while the other is called the recording
host. The hosts have no other load on them.
The recording host runs software that interrogates the components running on the measurement host and then submits tasks to it. The measurement
host runs the following components: a host load playback tool to provide a
background workload, a host load sensor, one or more host load prediction
systems, and a spin server.
The playback tool uses a new technique in which the workload is generated according to a load trace [9]. With no other work on the host, this
background load results in the host’s load signal repeating that of the load
trace. The host load sensor provides an interface for the recording host to
request the latest load measurement on the host.
The reader may wonder why we do not use a synthetic workload generator.
There are two reasons. First, because the behavior of host load is so complex,
creating a model that captures its relevant properties is a hard problem. Furthermore, in the prediction context, it is not clear a priori what the relevant
properties of the workload are. The second reason is that the predictability
of a synthetic workload is inherent in the model used to generate it. Simply
put, our predictor may very well “discover” our workload model and produce
overstated results. The beauty of using host load trace playback is that the
predictor is operating on a real workload, and yet the workload is repeatable.
The host load prediction systems (described in Section 3) provide an interface for the recording host to request the latest host load predictions using
an experiment-specific prediction model.
The spin server runs tasks—it takes requests to compute (using a busy
loop) for some number of CPU-seconds and then returns the wall-clock time
that the task took to complete. It looks like a CORBA ORB [21]. The busy
loop is carefully calibrated, and the server monitors the amount of CPU it has
consumed as it computes. The relative error is much less than 1%.

6. Evaluation methodology
To evaluate the RTA given a particular traced host, we started up the experimental infrastructure described in Section 5 on the measurement and
recording hosts. The host load playback tool was set to replay the selected
trace (all 39 were used). The host load sensor was configured to run at 1 Hz.
Three host load prediction systems were started: MEAN, LAST, and AR(16).
The systems were configured to fit to 300 measurements (5 minutes) and
to refit themselves when the absolute error for a one-step-ahead prediction
exceeds 0.01 or the average measured one-step-ahead mean squared error exceeds the estimated one-step-ahead mean squared error by more than 5%. The
minimum interval between refits was 30 seconds and the maximum interval
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before the measured mean squared error was tested was 300 seconds. These
parameters were found based on previous experiments [8].
The prediction and measurement software were then permitted to quiesce
for at least 600 seconds. Then 3000 consecutive testcases were run on the
recording host, each according to this procedure:
1. Wait for a delay interval,    , randomly selected from a uniform
distribution from 5 to 15 seconds.
2. Get the current time  .
3. Select the task’s nominal time,  randomly from a uniform distribution from 100 ms to 10 seconds.
4. Select a random host load prediction system from among MEAN, LAST,
AR(16).
5. Use the PredictRunningTime API to compute the expected running time  and the 95% confidence interval      using the latest
predictions from the selected host load prediction system.
6. Run the task on the spin server and retrieve its actual running time,  .
7. Record the timestamp  , the prediction system used, the nominal time
 , the expected running time  , the confidence interval     ,
and the actual running time  .
After all 3000 testcases were run, their records were imported into a database
table corresponding to the trace.
It takes approximately 13 hours to complete 3000 testcases. To evaluate
the running time predictions, we mined the database of 114,000 testcases.
The results of this analysis are described in the following section.

7. Evaluation results
In examining our testcases, we wanted to answer several questions. The most
important of these is (1) does our system provide useful predictions of task
running times in the form of valid confidence intervals? In addition we wanted
to understand (2) how the choice of underlying host load predictor affects
performance, and (3) how that performance depends on the nominal time of
the task?
To address these questions, we looked at the testcases in several ways.
First, we measured the quality of the confidence intervals independently of
the nominal time of the task. For each trace, we computed the confidence
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interval metrics of coverage and span. Then we compared the different predictors based on these per-trace metrics. Next, we conditioned this comparison
on the nominal time of the task, dividing the range in to small, medium, and
large tasks. Finally, we hand-classified each trace based on the relationship of
the performance metrics and the nominal time. This resulted in five classes.
We then developed a recommendation for each class. In the following discussion, when we refer to a “significant” difference, we mean that the difference
is significant at a 95% confidence level.
In the following, we will begin by showing exemplars from each of the five
classes of behavior we saw. The goal is to give the reader a visual idea of the
performance of this system on hosts with different behaviors. After discussing
each class, we will generalize our results and explain the conclusions we
reached.
7.1. C LASSES OF BEHAVIOR
For each individual load trace, we plotted our performance metrics versus the
nominal time  . When we did this, we found that an interesting pattern
emerged. By visual inspection, the results for the 39 traces could be placed
into five classes. It is enlightening to examine representatives of each of these
classes in detail, and doing so permits us to make recommendations for each
of them.
Class I: Class I, which we also call the “typical low load host” class represents the most common behavior by far that we have encountered. The class
consists of 29 of the 39 hosts (76%). A representative of class I is plotted
in Figure 4. Each point in the graph represents the average of about 200
testcases and represents a 2 second span of nominal time, extending from one
second before the point’s x-coordinate to one second after. The remainder of
the figures in the paper have the same semantics.
The main characteristics of the class are the following. The coverage is
only slightly dependent on the nominal time, increasing slightly for all predictors as the nominal time increases. The MEAN predictor typically has almost
100% coverage and is closely followed by the AR(16) and then the LAST
predictor. The LAST and AR(16) predictors have significantly narrower spans
than the MEAN predictor, with AR(16) producing slightly wider spans than
LAST.
We believe that the AR(16) is the best predictor for this most common
class of host. The coverage is nearly as good as MEAN and is typically
near the target 95% point, while LAST tends to lag behind, especially for
smaller tasks. Furthermore, the span of AR(16) is typically half that of MEAN
and only slightly wider than LAST. In most hosts, then, a better predictor
produces much narrower accurate confidence intervals.
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(a) Coverage

(b) Span
Figure 4. Coverage and Span, Class I hosts

Class II: Class II hosts, which we refer to as being in the “atypical low load
host” class, represent the second most common behavior among our traces.
The class consists of 4 of the 39 hosts (10%). An exemplar of Class II is
plotted in Figure 5.
An important distinguishing feature of this class is that the coverage of
the MEAN predictor drops precipitously with increasing nominal time because the span of its confidence interval is not sufficiently large. In contrast,
LAST and AR(16) compute slightly larger confidence intervals which result
in excellent coverage that increases with increasing nominal time. LAST and
AR(16) have similar coverage (in this example LAST is slightly ahead, in
other cases AR(16) is slightly ahead).
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(a) Coverage

(b) Span
Figure 5. Coverage and Span, Class II hosts

In terms of computing confidence intervals, either AR(16) or LAST seems
adequate for producing confidence intervals for this class of host. Compared
to MEAN, both produce significantly larger spans that result in much better
coverage. Computationally, AR(16) is almost as inexpensive as LAST.
Class III: The remainder of the five host classes all contain high load hosts.
There does not seem to be a “typical” behavior on a high load host, so we will
simply enumerate these classes. Class III, which we also call “high load 1”,
consists of a 3 of the 39 hosts (8%). Figure 6 plots the performance metrics
as a function of the nominal time for an exemplar.
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(a) Coverage

(b) Span
Figure 6. Coverage and Span, Class III hosts

Compared to the low load hosts, this high load 1 host displays much more
complex behavior. The predictor with the best coverage depends strongly on
the nominal time. For very short tasks, MEAN is slightly better than AR(16),
which is much better than LAST, although the coverage is quite poor with all
three predictors. For medium size tasks, AR(16) provides the best coverage,
followed at a distance by MEAN and LAST, which become interchangeable.
For large tasks, AR(16) and LAST have similar coverage, with AR(16) lagging slightly, while MEAN’s coverage is far behind. In terms of the span,
AR(16) and LAST both compute much wider (and thus more appropriate)
confidence intervals than MEAN, which explains why their coverage is so
much better. MEAN is unable to understand the dynamicity of this kind of
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(a) Coverage

(b) Span
Figure 7. Coverage and Span, Class IV hosts

host. Predictably, for the nominal times where AR(16) is preferable to LAST,
it has a larger span.
In terms of computing accurate confidence intervals, the best predictor
is highly dependent on the nominal time. For very short tasks, MEAN or
AR(16) is preferable, but either has rather poor coverage. For medium tasks,
AR(16) produces the best performance. For large tasks, LAST is best. Clearly,
there is room for improvement on this class of hosts.
Class IV: This class, which we also refer to as the “high load 2” class,
contains two hosts (5%). Figure 7 plots the performance of the predictors
on a representative trace.
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(a) Coverage

(b) Span
Figure 8. Coverage and Span, Class V hosts

We can see that the coverage of LAST and AR(16) are virtually identical
here and both increase slowly with nominal time. MEAN has similar coverage for small tasks, but then behaves increasingly poorly, with coverage
decreasing rapidly with nominal time. In terms of the span, LAST grows
much more quickly than MEAN with increasing nominal time, while AR(16)
is almost exactly in between them. For very short nominal times the spans are
all identical.
In terms of computing confidence intervals, AR(16) clearly produces the
best results for this class of hosts, getting coverage identical to that of LAST
with a span that is often half as wide.
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Class V: Class V, which we also refer to as the “high load 3” class, consists
of a single host (2.5%). Figure 8 plots the performance of the predictors on
that host.
In terms of coverage, AR(16) is clearly the winner here, especially for
medium sized tasks. It achieves its reasonable coverage (the goal is 95%) by
computing slightly larger confidence intervals than MEAN. LAST computes
confidence intervals that are far too small, resulting in abysmal coverage.
AR(16) is clearly the preferable predictor for this class of hosts in terms
of computing confidence intervals.
7.2. G ENERALIZED RESULTS
The class-by-class analysis of the preceding section makes it clear what the
LAST and AR(16) predictors generally provide quite different performance
results than the simple MEAN predictor, and that performance can vary with
nominal time. In this section, we will generalize the results we saw over all
of the testcases and traces.
The RTA works: Looking at the exemplars of the five classes, one can see
that the RTA system works, for the most part, as advertised. This inference is
supported by a broader examination of the testcases. With almost every load
trace in our study, the coverage of either the AR(16) or LAST predictor is very
close to the target 95% coverage. Furthermore, these predictors, especially
AR(16), do so with reasonable spans.
Of course, there are some rare cases (consider the Class IV exemplar)
where coverage is significantly lower than desired. Also, it may be possible to
reduce spans even further while maintaining the same coverage. These issues
point to questions of the inherent predictability of distributed systems: what
is the optimal predictability and the optimal characterization of prediction
error that can be achieved? Without answers to these questions, it is difficult
to know if performance can be better in these rare cases or if the span can
be reduced. However, even without answering these questions, this study
provides evidence for the effectiveness of the RTA.
LAST and AR(16) produce better coverage on heavily loaded hosts: On nine
of our traces, LAST and AR(16) simultaneously produce better coverage and
worse spans than MEAN. These nine traces correspond to the hosts that are
more heavily loaded, and thus, correspondingly, exhibit greater variability in
load [5]. The LAST and AR(16) predictors are better able to “understand”
such hosts and compute appropriately wider confidence intervals compared
to MEAN. These wider confidence intervals result in a far greater chance of
a task’s actual running time falling within its computed confidence interval.
This is precisely the behavior that we want. Our goal is that 95% of tasks
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fall within their confidence intervals. With the AR(16) predictor, of the 39
cases, only 5 cases have coverage less than 90%, and only one less that 85%,
whereas with the MEAN predictor, only one of the high load traces is better
than 85%. The percentage point gain from MEAN to AR(16) can be as much
as 30%, and it is typically around 15%.
Two effects are at work here. First, the predictions of the LAST and AR(16)
predictors depend most strongly on recent measurements. The MEAN predictor, on the other hand, always presents the long term mean of the signal. As
a result, the LAST and AR(16) predictors will respond much more quickly
during the period after an epoch transition (Section 3) and before a model
refit happens. This means that their predictions, and thus the center point of
the confidence interval will much more likely be in the right place in these
situations
The second effect results from how the confidence interval length is computed. Recall that with the MEAN predictor the autocovariance of the signal
is used to compute the confidence interval, while for the LAST and AR(16)
predictors it is the autocovariance of their prediction errors that is used. On a
high load, high variability host, an epoch transition is more likely than on a
low load, low variability host to make the “old” autocovariance of the signal
fail to characterize the new epoch well. The structure of the autocovariance of
the prediction errors will not change at all, although the individual predictions
may be less accurate.
LAST and AR(16) produce better spans on lightly loaded hosts: For those
hosts which have lower load and variability, the LAST and AR(16) predictors produce significantly narrower confidence intervals than MEAN while
still capturing an appropriate number of tasks within their computed confidence intervals. On average, the confidence intervals are shrunk by 2-3
seconds while the fraction of tasks within their confidence intervals shrinks
by about 5%. Since for these lightly loaded hosts, the MEAN predictor results
in coverages that are significantly larger than the target 95%, this is not an unreasonable tradeoff. Essentially, on average, for these low load hosts, moving
from MEAN to AR(16) reduces coverage by about 5% while decreasing the
span by 2-3 seconds (about 33%).
AR(16) performs better than LAST: At this point, we have shown that the
RTA does indeed compute reasonable confidence intervals for task running
times and that it does so more accurately when using a more sophisticated
predictor than MEAN. Now we would like to know whether we should prefer
the LAST predictor or the AR(16) predictor. We have already pointed out
some of the differences between these two.
If we consider the aggregate performance of the different predictors on
each of the traces and compare LAST and AR(16) we see that the confidence
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intervals computed using AR(16) generally include more of their tasks than
those computed using LAST. Using the AR(16) predictor, only five of the
traces are at less than 90% and only one less than 85%. Using LAST, 9 are less
than 90%, while four are less than 85%. This gain is due to AR(16) predictors
producing wider confidence intervals on heavily loaded hosts. There is a corresponding performance gain on lightly loaded hosts, where AR(16) produces
narrower confidence intervals than LAST because it is able to appropriately
relax its coverage even more than LAST.
In essence, the use of AR(16) instead of LAST brings coverage closer
to the target coverage, from above or below, through adjusting span size accordingly. In moving from LAST to AR(16), we either see a large increase in
coverage, on the order of 10 percentage points or more, combined with a span
increase of 2-3 seconds, or there is a slight decline of 5 percentage points or
less combined with a span decrease of 1-2 seconds.
Performance is slightly dependent on the nominal time: For very small tasks,
especially those on the order of the measurement period (1 second) or smaller,
coverage is worse than for larger tasks. This is not too surprising given the
normality assumption we make about the sum of load predictions. With these
tiny tasks, the sum is over a single prediction and the point prediction error
is not usually normally distributed. As tasks increase beyond 1-2 seconds in
duration, coverage improves to near optimal. For very long tasks, we see a
decline in performance on some hosts. Generally, then, as the nominal time
increases, coverage improves slightly.
Obviously, the quality of our predictions should be as independent of the
nominal time as possible. In fact, the level of dependence we noted is quite
low. Consider Figures 4–8, our exemplars of the five behavior classes. Note
that the coverage of AR(16), for example, is only slightly dependent on nominal time for the vast majority of the traces in our study. It is only in class III
(8% of the traces) that we see unhappy behavior out of AR(16).
Not surprisingly, spans grow with nominal times. A longer task requires
looking over a longer prediction horizon, which introduces more error. Generally, the span grows linearly with the nominal time of the task, with AR(16)
having the flattest slope.
Predictions of expected running time behave similarly: For space reasons,
we have not talked about the quality of the  point predictions, concentrating instead on the quality of the confidence intervals     . The quality of
the the  predictions, as measured using the  metric [14, pp. 226–228]
behaves in similar ways to the span and coverage metrics for the confidence
intervals. Generally, the system is able to achieve  in excess of 0.9. For low
load hosts,  is typically even higher.
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8. Experience with predictive real-time scheduling
Earlier, we introduced the Real-time Scheduling Advisor (RTSA) as a client
of the Running Time Advisor. We’ll briefly revisit it here as an example of this
adaptation advisor can benefit from the RTA. An in-depth study of the RTSA
is available elsewhere [6, Chapter 6] and it is the subject of a forthcoming
paper.
The goal of the RTSA is to help the application select a host on which
a real-time task, eligible to run immediately, is likely to finish on time. The
application supplies to the RTSA the nominal time of the task ( ), a confidence level ( ), a slack factor (  ), and a list of hosts on which the task
may be run. The goal is that 
     . The RTSA returns an
appropriate host and the RTA prediction of the running time on that host.
The RTSA determines the appropriate host by getting RTA predictions
for each host on the list, selecting the subset of hosts for which     
  , and then returning a randomly selected host in that subset. Recall
that   is the upper limit of the  confidence interval for the running time.
If the subset is null, then the host with the lowest  (point estimate of the
running time) is returned. Because the RTSA also returns the RTA prediction
for the host, it can quite naturally inform the application whether it is possible
to meet the deadline given the constraints.
Figure 9 shows an example of the performance of the RTSA. Scheduling
is being done to a collection of four hosts playing back relatively difficultto-predict traces. The randomly generated tasks range in size from 0.1 to 10
seconds. Figure 9(a) shows the fraction of tasks that meet their deadline as a
function of the slack factor. It compares the predictive RTSA (denoted “ar16”
after the underlying host load prediction model) to randomly selecting hosts
(“random”), and to selecting hosts with the lowest measured load (“measure”). We can see that the predictive scheme works especially well when
tightly constrained. When loosely constrained, the predictive RTSA’s performance converges on  while measurement-based RTSA’s performance
conferences on  .
Figure 9(b) shows the fraction of deadlines met when the RTSA has predicted that they will be met through the returned RTA prediction. Clearly, by
using the RTA, the predictive RTSA is able not only to provide reliable high
level adaptation advice to the application, but it is also able to signal that what
the application asks is likely to be impossible.

9. Related work
Work on the explicit prediction of the dynamic behavior of distributed systems, particularly to support adaptive applications, has a surprisingly short
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(a) fraction of deadlines met

(b) fraction of deadlines met when predicted
Figure 9. RTSA scheduling performance versus slack factor.

history. The parallel computing community has studied application-level load
balancing for some time [23, 25, 10], but this work has treated prediction
only implicitly. The operating systems community has studied existing workloads [20, 11, 16, 13] to support distributed load sharing, and developed
innovative system-level scheduling policies based on queueing theoretic models [13]. In contrast to these two threads, our work is done entirely at the
user level and considers prediction explicitly. Our goal is to provide high
level predictive services in shared, unreserved distributing computing environments that are useful to applications make different kinds of scheduling
and adaptation decisions.
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The notion of such application-level scheduling is due to Berman and
Wolski [2]. It has been shown that application-level scheduling is feasible not
only in tradition parallel load balancing, but also in distributed object systems
like CORBA [29] and distributed interactive applications such as scientific
visualization [1, 18]. It is also becoming increasingly clear that Grid [12]
applications will have to rely on adaptation. Our work supports adaptation
frameworks by providing performance predictions on which statistically valid
scheduling decisions can be made. The system described in this paper has
been incorporated in one such framework, BBN’s QuOiN [29].
Starting in the late 90s, research began on how to build scalable systems
for measuring the dynamic properties of distributed environments, leading to
such well known systems as the Network Weather Service [27] (NWS) and
Remos [19]. Over time, NWS incorporated time series prediction for host
and network load [27, 28], while Remos did the same, using our work (the
RPS toolkit [7]). With regard to this paper, we and the NWS group have
independently demonstrated that host load prediction is feasible and have independently reached similar conclusions about what form of predictive model
is preferable [28, 8].
This paper demonstrates that host load prediction is not only feasible,
but also useful, in that such predictions permit us to cheaply and scalably
predict the running time of tasks as confidence intervals. This form of higher
level prediction is extremely useful in adaptation. In other work, we have
shown, for example, that these predictions allow us to make scheduling decisions to meet real-time goals with high probability [6, Chapter 6]. In general,
our confidence intervals can provide support for many forms of stochastic
scheduling [24].
Real-time scheduling work dates back to the early 1970s [17] and includes
work on collaboratively scheduled distributed real-time systems [15, 26].
Perhaps closest to the spirit of the RTSA is the work of Ramamritham, et
al [22].

10. Conclusion and future work
We have described an algorithm that can estimate, on a typical shared, unreserved host running a commodity operating system, the running time of
a compute-bound task given the task’s CPU demand and time series predictions of the load on the host. A prediction of running time is presented
to the application as a confidence interval, which enables the application to
make statistically valid decisions based on the prediction. We summarized
how our host load prediction system works (the full details are presented
elsewhere), and then showed how we implemented the algorithm on top of it.
We then evaluated the composite system using a large number of randomized
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testcases. The main conclusion is that the algorithm, when paired with an
appropriate predictive model for host load, does indeed compute valid confidence intervals. Experience with predictive real-time scheduling suggests
that these intervals have real value in adaptive applications.
We are currently working on a similar system to predict communication
times. The goal is to be able to predict, again as a confidence interval, how
long it will take to transfer a given number of bytes between two hosts. In
addition to predicting resource supply, we are also very interested in predicting the resource demand of applications. Finally, we are studying how to
automatically learn models of resource schedulers with hopes to improve on,
for example, the simple Unix scheduler model we used here.
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